BACKGROUND
The patch test for convergence is a fascinating areain the developmentof nonconforming finite element methods. It grew up of the brilliant intuition of Bruce Irons. Initially developedin the mid-1960sat Rolls Royceand then at the Swanseagroup headedby Olek Zienkiewicz, by the early 1970sthe test had becamea powerful and practical tool for evaluating and checking nonconforming elements. And yet today it remains a controversial issue: accepted by most finite element developerswhile ignored by others, welcomedby element programmers, distrusted by mathematicians. For tracing down the origins of the test there is no better sourcethan a 1973survey article by Irons and Razzaque [12] . Added remarks to the quoted material are inserted in footnotes, and referencenumbers havebeen altered to match those of the present paper.
Origins of the Patch Test
In 1965 even engineering intuition dared not predict the behavior of certain finite elements. Experience force those engineers who doubted it to admit that interelement continuity was iraportant: the senior author 1 believed that it was necessary for convergence. It is not known which ideas inspired a numerical experiment by Tocher and Kapur [25] , which demonstrated convergence within 0.3% in a biharmonic problem of plate bending, using equal rectangular elements with 1, x, y, x 2, xy, y_, y2, x3 x2y, xy2, y3 and x3y and xy 3, as functional basis. The nodal variable of this Ari Adini rectangle [1] are w, Ow/Ox and Ow/Oy at the four corners, and this element guarantees only C O conformity. We note that
/vBhdV=O, fvaBhdY=O.
in which A is an arbitrary matrix constant over the element. The constant stress field _r0 is associated with a given displacement field called urc, such that the associated strain and stress fields are
where E is the symmetric matrix of elastic moduli, assumed constant over the element. This constitutive assumption excludes incompressibility, which must receive special treatment.
Field ur¢ cannot be immediately linked to v becauseit spans a subspaceof the possible boundary motions. We must start by expressing urc in the modal or generalized-coordinateform 
in which Grc will generally be a rectangular matrix with more rows than columns.
Subscripts r and c mean that urc is supposed to include rlgid-body and constant-strain modes.
In mathematical terms, ur¢ is a polynomial of degree rn -1 when the variational index is rn.
THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
Under the previous assumptions, the stiffness matrix is given by
Using the strain decomposition (3), K splits as follows:
K=Kb+Kh=/vBTEBdV+/vBThEBhdV=VBTEB-4-/vBTEBhdV (11) because of the energy orthogonality condition 
which is essentially an equilibrium statement at the element level. Premultiplying (13) by
Vrc we get v_gvr_ = v_Lo'0, which on introducing (9) and (11) becomes 
Integration by parts of the right hand side yields
where N_,, are the the projections of the modal functions over the normal to the element side. From the definition of L in (6) we conclude that 
• j+2 j+l • e--"""--'_." where pk are Boolean localization matrices. Upon assemblywe obtain
but because of the satisfaction of equation (20) 
